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COMPARING CYCLE PARAMETERS IN PSS8 vs. PSS5 SYSTEMS - 03

The PSS8 Trinity Control System provides a larger variety and greater flexibility of
cycle parameters than the popular PSS5 system. This series will discuss the
enhancements in the PSS8 parameters as they relate to each phase of a standard
cycle.

CHARGE PHASE

Once air has been removed, the CHARGE phase brings the chamber up to the
sterilization temperature and conditions the load for sterilization. Depending on the
load, the speed at which the sterilizer reaches the sterilization temperature will
vary in importance. In most cases, it is desirable to reach the temperature quickly
without overshooting to the extent that an over-temperature alarm occurs.

The PSS5 system uses two parameters to prevent overshoot: HALF-RAMP TIME
and FINAL RAMP RATE. The HALF-RAMP time is used initially to bring the
temperature up to within 2 degrees of the sterilization temperature and then the
FINAL RAMP RATE is used to increase the temperature the final two degrees.

The PSS8 system uses INITIAL RAMP RATE and FINAL RAMP RATE parameters
to control this phase. The INTIAL RAMP is controlled using pressure and has units
of PSI/min. This is because the initial ramp is generally very fast and changes in
chamber pressure are detected immediately while changes in chamber
temperature are delayed slightly. The FINAL RAMP is controlled by temperature to
ensure a more precise temperature ramp and control overshoot.

The PSS8 differs from the PSS5 in that it has a RAMP SWITCH OFFSET
parameter that sets the number of degrees below the STERILIZATION
temperature at which the controller will switch from the INTIAL RAMP RATE to the
FINAL RAMP RATE. In addition, the CHARGE TIMEOUT parameter on the PSS8
is settable on a per-cycle basis whereas the PSS5 CHARGE TIMEOUT is a global
parameter that applies to all cycles.


